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高一英语第十六期·语法自测

II. Grammar and Vocabulary 高一

Directions: Beneath each of the following sentences there are four choices marked A, B, C and D. Choose the one
answer that best completes the sentence. 非

1. You’d be exposed to a lot ____ pollution if you moved to a town with pure water and air.
A. more B. most C. less D. least

2. When he bought the products in a large quantity, he was angry to find they were ____ the samples given to him.
A. as not well as B. as not good as C. not so good as D. not so well as

3. ____, the more severe the winters are.
A. The more north you go B. The farther you go the north
C. The more you go north D. The farther north you go

4. Chongming Island is ____ tourist attraction rich in ecological and cultural and historical resources that we’ll
definitely go there again.
A. so a great B. a so great C. such a great D. such great a

5. Based on some lawyers’ ideas, the more severe the punishment, ____.
A. the less likely crime B. the less likely the crime
C. the crime less likely D. the less the likely crime

6. It’s high time you had your hair cut, since it’s getting ____.
A. too much long B. much too long C. long too much D. too long much

7. My little daughter has walked eight miles today. We never guessed that she could walk ____ far.
A. that B. such C. / D. as

8. The manager called upon his employees to improve their service. As a result, the supermarket attracted ____
customers in 2009 as the year before.
A. as twice many B. as many twice C. twice as many D. twice as many as

9. The price of the real estate in Shanghai has been running up to ____ 20,000 yuan per square meter.
A. as many as B. the same as C. as much as D. as high as

10. You shouldn’t have a child ____ swimming alone in the lake. It’s very dangerous.
A. too young to go B. too young go C. young enough to go D. young enough going

11. Some young girls constantly worry that they are overweight, although they are ____.
A. perfectly healthy B. perfectly health C. perfect healthy D. perfect health

12. Peter’s jacket looked just the same as Jack’s, but it cost twice ____.
A. as many B. as much C. so much D. so many

13. – Do you like this part of the town, the so-called desired area?
– On the contrary, it’s the ____ area that I want to visit in town.
A. best B. first C. last D. least

14. Amid people’s concern for health, the price of garlic (大蒜) has been ____ this year as it was last year.
A. five times much as B. five times as much C. as five times D. five times much

15. In Scotland the last day of the year is the most important holiday for the winter, ____ Christmas.
A. as important as B. less important than C. much important than D. more important than
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